Abstract Analysis of existing methods for automatic optimization of link structures shows that these methods rely heavily on assumptions about the preferences and navigation behavior of users. Authors often do not state these assumptions explicitly and do not evaluate whether the assumptions are consistent with the actual behavior of the users of the site. This is a serious deficiency as experiments with simulated users show that incorrect assumptions can easily lead to inefficient link structures. In this work we present a framework that gives a systematic overview of alternative assumptions. On the basis of the framework we can select a set of assumptions that best matches the navigation behavior of the users in the site's log files. We also present a method for optimizing hierarchical navigation menus on the basis of the selected assumptions. This method can be used interactively under full control of a web master. The system proposes modifications of the structure and explains why these modifications lead to more efficient menus. Evaluation by means of a case study shows that the modifications that are proposed effectively reduce the expected navigation time while preserving the coherence of the menu structure.
Introduction
Designers of web sites make efforts to construct link structures that enable users to navigate the site efficiently. Despite these efforts, the initial design of link structures is often far from optimal because designers do not know the goals and strategies of future users. In practice, the design of web sites is often based on the structure of the content or the structure of the organization that owns the site rather than on how users access the site. Even when a link structure is initially well-adapted to the users, the contents of the site and the goals and search strategies of the user population are likely to change over time, resulting in a web site that is less efficient.
There are two approaches to improving the efficiency of links. One approach aims at improving the visual aspects of the links, such as color and location on the web pages. In this work we address the optimization of the structure of the links, i.e., which pages are connected. These approaches are complementary as both the design of the links and the link structure influence the efficiency of the navigation process.
Several authors have proposed methods for (semi-)automatically improving link structures on the basis of the actual usage of a site. These methods consist of heuristics to add, remove or re-order links on the basis of the access frequencies of the site's pages. For example, Smyth and Cotter (2003) move frequently visited pages closer to the home page. Pazzani and Billsus (2002) add links to pages that are similar in content or usage to the last visited page.
The heuristics behind link optimization methods are designed in advance by the authors, because online evaluation and optimization of such heuristics is not feasible. Online optimization requires that a large number of different link structures are incorporated in the web site for some time until a sufficient number of users have used the structure. This would not only take an unacceptable amount of time, but would also mean that users face a continually changing link structure that is often worse than the initial structure.
Analysis of the heuristics shows that authors often make assumptions about the preferences and navigation strategies of users without evaluating whether these assumptions hold. Moreover, the assumptions are often left implicit. As a result, the assumptions can be inconsistent with characteristics of the user population. This is a serious problem for link structure optimization as incorrect assumptions about the users can easily yield suboptimal structures. For example, Wang et al. (2006) implicitly make the assumption that users read all links on a page before they open one. This assumption is used by their link optimization algorithm to evaluate the efficiency of alternative link structures and thus influences the outcome of the optimization. However, the authors do not test whether users indeed behave in this way, so that there is no guarantee that the structure that the algorithms finds is indeed maximally efficient.
In this work we take an approach to link structure optimization that is based on the construction of an explicit navigation behavior model. A navigation behavior model comprises a set of explicit assumptions about the goals and navigation strategies of users. In addition, it specifies the utility of the navigation process in terms of the amount of information that is found (effectiveness) or the time needed to find the information (efficiency). Together the information in a navigation behavior model suffices to make predictions about the utility of link structures. This approach has the advantage over heuristic approaches that it makes the assumptions of the link optimization methods explicit. This enables systematic evaluation of these assumptions, which prevents the use of assumptions that are inconsistent with the user population.
The assumptions of link structure optimization methods are evaluated on usage data by means of a generic framework that provides a structured view on the navigation behavior models underlying the methods. To construct the framework, we analyze the literature on link structure optimization methods and extract the assumptions that are explicitly or implicitly made by these methods. The framework exposes the similarities and differences between the models underlying the methods and reveals the circumstances under which the assumptions are valid. This study differs from earlier literature reviews, such as Brusilovsky (1996 Brusilovsky ( , 2001 , Pierrakos et al. (2003b) , Raymond (1986) and Lee and Raymond (1992) in that it does not focus on the optimization methods themselves, but on the assumptions about users that lie at the basis of the selected adaptations. Analysis reveals that the various methods make very different assumptions about the users' goals and navigation behavior. This finding indicates the need for a systematic approach to select the optimal model for an optimization task.
We provide a method to systematically test the model features in the framework in the context of a particular site and its usage data. With this method one can find the best navigation behavior models for sites with a special type of link structures, namely hierarchical menus. The method applies the various models from the framework to the site's log files and determines how accurately the models can predict the behavior of the users. The model that matches the log data most closely is used for optimization of the menu. This procedure ensures that the assumptions that are used during optimization are consistent with the actual user population.
The model selection method is applied to the menus and log files of four real web sites. These experiments demonstrate the working of the method. Moreover, if in the experiments certain model assumptions appear to be inherently better than others, this reduces the range of the models that need to be considered when optimizing menus of new sites.
In the second part of this work we present a method to optimize menu structures on the basis of a navigation behavior model. The method generates candidate improvements and uses the model to evaluate the utility of the improvements. This approach is generic in that it can be used with any navigation behavior model. The workings of the optimization method are evaluated by means of a case study. In this study we investigate the optimization of real menus and examine the influence of variations in the selected navigation behavior model. This paper is organized as follows. First, in Sect. 2 we analyze existing methods for link structure optimization. In Sect. 3 we present the framework to compare the navigation behavior models underlying the methods. In Sect. 4 the model selection method is presented and applied to the log files and menus of four web sites. Section 5 explains how a navigation behavior model can be used to optimize a hierarchical menu. Section 6 contains the case study that demonstrates the working of the optimization method. The last section contains conclusions and discusses our results.
Navigation behavior models of link structure optimization methods
In recent years many methods have been developed to automatically optimize link structures. In this section, we examine several methods and discuss the assumptions that are explicitly or implicitly made about navigation strategies and goals of users. In addition, we look at navigation behavior models that are not part of an optimization method, but were developed to describe user behavior in link structures. First, in Sect. 2.1 we give an overview of methods that optimize general link structures. In Sect. 2.2 we focus on methods that are specifically designed for hierarchical menus. These sections give an informal description of the assumptions underlying the methods. In Sect. 3 these assumptions will be formalized in a framework.
Link structure optimization
Navigation behavior models underlying link optimization methods are rarely mentioned explicitly. For methods for which no explicit model is provided we infer the models as accurate as possible from the optimization process. However, the details of the underlying models are not always clear. For example, Pazzani and Billsus (2002) create a recommendation agent that is described as 'The agent recommends related documents to visitors […] these recommendations result in increased information read at the site.' The paper describes how the recommendations are generated, but does not mention explicitly how the recommendations are expected to change navigation or how this influences the site's utility. Nevertheless, some assumptions can be derived from their approach, such as that, according to the authors, utility corresponds to the amount of information that is found.
Recommender systems such as Pazzani and Billsus (2002) , Mobasher et al. (2002) and Lin et al. (2002) improve the efficiency of sites by (dynamically) adding links to pages that are with high probability of interest to the user. A variety of techniques is used to predict the users' interests, including clustering of sessions and pages (Mobasher et al. 2002) , association rules (Lin et al. 2002) and the computation of page co-occurrences in user sessions (Pazzani and Billsus 2002) . Offline experiments show that the extra links can function as shortcuts that reduce the number of navigation steps that the user needs to make to reach his target information (Mobasher et al. 2002; Lin et al. 2002) . Moreover, Pazzani and Billsus (2002) show in online experiments that the links can draw the user's attention to interesting information he (or she) would have missed otherwise. The authors do not describe exactly how the recommendations influence the navigation behavior of the users. For instance, they do not model how users choose between recommended links and existing links or when users stop searching.
The PageGather system (Perkowitz and Etzioni 2000) automatically creates index pages that contain links to pages that are often visited in the same sessions. Like recommendations, the links on the index pages are shortcuts that allow users to reach their target pages faster. PageGather uses the same (incomplete) model as recommender systems to predict the effects of the indexes on the utility of the site. Anderson et al. (2001) created the MinPath algorithm to recommend shortcut links to users of mobile devices. Four techniques were compared to predict the pages that users are likely to visit. Among these techniques, mixtures of Markov models proved most successful. The model underlying the MinPath algorithm is simple. According to this model, a user is always looking for exactly one page and this page is the last page of his session. From the log files one can infer the path that the user followed to this page when he navigated in the original structure. The model assumes that the user will follow almost the same path when shortcuts are added. The only difference is that he will use the shortcuts where possible to reach his target page faster. The more navigation steps can be eliminated, the larger the utility. This model gives an exact description of the users' behavior, but it is only suitable for optimization methods that add links. When links are removed from the original structure, the model gives no predictions. Moreover, the authors do not verify to what extent the predicted behavior matches actual user behavior.
Result set clustering is a common method to assist users in finding relevant links among a set of links that are retrieved by a search engine (e.g., Hearst and Pedersen 1996; Zamir and Etzioni 1999; Zeng et al. 2004) . After a search engine has retrieved a set of links that match a user's query, documents with similar contents are placed under a common header. Users are supposed to read the links top down and open all clusters that contain interesting links. The utility of the clustering is computed from the number of links that are read and the number of clusters that are opened. Several authors report that result set clustering reduces the time users need to find relevant information (e.g., Zamir and Etzioni 1999), but they do not evaluate whether these reductions are consistent with the predicted utility gain. Fu et al. (2002) use handmade rules to automatically reorganize web sites. They assume that the main link structure of the site forms a hierarchy with the homepage as root. In addition, there can be cross-links that connect pages from different branches, but these are not affected by the algorithm. The rules move frequently visited pages to higher positions in the hierarchy, so that fewer steps are needed to reach these pages from the homepage. In some cases pages without content are deleted or two pages are merged into one. The authors do not make explicit which assumptions about the users' strategies are made in the evaluation of the adaptations. Wang et al. (2006) also present a method to optimize web sites with hierarchical main structures. In contrast to Fu et al. (2002) , they leave the hierarchical structure intact and change the additional links. The algorithm is aimed at web stores. In this context, the goal is not only to help users reach their targets efficiently, but also to maximize profit. Wang et al. combine these goals in an explicitly defined objective function that is minimized during the optimization. The objective function provides a formula for utility, but it does not make clear how the authors expect users to navigate in the adapted structures. Furthermore, the authors do not validate whether the objective function can indeed accurately predict efficiency and profit.
The Web Montage system (Anderson and Horvitz 2002) automatically composes personalized pages that appear as start pages in web browsers. The montages contain links to pages that the user has visited in contexts similar to the current situation. Unlike the previously described methods, Web Montage collects links from multiple sites. To decide which links are included in the montages, it uses a model similar to the MinPath model (Anderson et al. 2001) . This model maximizes the probability that the user follows the links, the number of clicks that are eliminated by following the links and the user's interest in the pages that are linked to. Like the MinPath model, this model is restricted to predicting which links are eliminated from original sessions. Pierrakos et al. (2003a) and Pierrokos and Paliouras (2005) use probabilistic latent semantic analysis to divide a user population in communities with similar interests and select parts of a web directory that are interesting for the communities. The resulting community web directories are smaller than the original hierarchy, so that navigation time is saved. However, eliminating pages from the hierarchy also means that some of the users' target pages are no longer available. Two metrics are used to measure the sizes of these effects. The first is called ClickPath:
Here d is the depth of the target in the hierarchy and b j is hierarchy's branching factor at depth j. This measure presupposes a model in which each user is looking for a single target and users browse top down to their target nodes considering all alternatives on the way. The second evaluation measure is coverage, which measures how many of the users targets are included in the hierarchies. Both models are described in detail, but again no studies are provided to compare the models' predictions to actual user behavior. Furthermore, it is not clear which of the two models is more important or how they can be combined. A model that does make an explicit trade-off between the number of target pages that are found and the time that the users spend navigating is the information foraging model (Pirolli and Fu 2003) . This model is not developed as an element of an optimization method, but aims to understand and predict web navigation. It assumes that users estimate the information scent of the available links, the amount of interesting information that can be found by following the links. When no link with sufficient information scent can be found, the search is terminated. The user believes that the small probability of finding more interesting information does not justify the extra navigation time. The information foraging model does not predict the effects of link structures on efficiency and effectiveness of the navigation.
Menu optimization
Hierarchical menus are link structures that consist of hierarchies of categories with the content pages located at the leaf nodes. To reach their target information users navigate top-down through the hierarchy by selecting categories. In this work we consider hierarchies with a purely navigational function. These hierarchies do not provide information, but only serve to navigate to the content pages on the terminal nodes. In the following the term 'menu' will refer to a hierarchical menu structure. Categories and leaf nodes within a menu are called 'menu items' or 'hierarchy nodes. ' The effects of the structure of a menu on navigation time and user satisfaction has been studies since the 1980s. At first this research concerned menus for selecting commands in offline applications. Later the attention shifted to web menus. A main focus of this research was the trade-off between the depth of a hierarchy and its breadth (the number of subitems under each item). User studies were performed to measure the navigation time and satisfaction of users browsing in menus with various depths and breadths. Participants performed search assignments with the various menus and completed a questionnaire afterwards. Most authors found that information could be located faster in broader and shallower menus than in deeper and narrower menus and that the broader and shallower menus were also preferred by the participants (Miller 1981; Snowberry et al. 1983; Kiger 1984; Wallace et al. 1987; Jacko and Salvendy 1996; Larson and Czerwinski 1998; Zaphiris 2000) .
Few studies addressed hierarchies with varying breadths. Norman and Chin (1988) and Zaphiris (2000) found that menus with larger breadths at deeper layers were more efficient than menus that became narrower towards the end. In addition, in the study of Norman and Chin menus with the largest breadth in the top layer and the terminal layer proved more efficient than menus with the largest breadth in the middle layers. Bernard (2002) found no significant differences between these types of structures.
The research described above resulted in guidelines for using menu structures with large breadths and menus with larger breadths at certain layers. These guidelines are based on extensive experimental work and are very useful when designing a menu. However, they do not provide a quantitative model that can predict the utility of menu structures. The models that they provide are incomplete in the sense that they can not compare all pairs of menu structures. For example, the guidelines do not suffice to choose between two menus with both different depth/breadth trade-offs and different shapes.
Several authors have proposed quantitative navigation behavior models to predict the behavior of users in hierarchical menus. Some models are incorporated in methods to find optimal menus. One of the first menu optimization methods was developed by Witten and Cleary (1984) , who optimized the hierarchical index of a digital phone book using the access frequencies of the phone numbers. They used the entropy of the distribution of the access probabilities to create menu items that minimized the expected number of clicks needed to reach the phone numbers. A limited navigation behavior model was used that assumes that all menu items have an equal and non-adaptable number of subitems. No user studies were performed to evaluate the benefits of their approach for real users. Lee and MacGregor (1985) explicitly sought to quantify the relationship between menu structure and navigation time. They assumed that users always searched for only one page and that all pages had equal probability of being sought. Later, Landauer and Nachbar (1985) extended their model to menus where links on pages were ordered alphabetically. Paap and Roske-Hofstrand (1986) added the possibility that links were categorized. The models of Lee and MacGregor and Paap and Roske-Hofstrand were not evaluated on real data. Landauer and Nachbar compared the outcomes of their model to data collected in a user experiment and found that the model predicted the data reasonably well. However, the experiment was somewhat artificial in that users were not able to follow incorrect paths. Fisher et al. (1990) improved the Lee and McGregor model by adding frequency based page probabilities. Moreover, they invented an algorithm to optimize menus on the basis of their improved model. The algorithm generates a number of possible menus by removing intermediate nodes from a manually created base hierarchy. The model is applied to the possible menus and the menu with the smallest expected navigation time is selected. A limitation of this algorithm is that it can only find structures that can be formed by removing intermediate nodes from the original hierarchy. Moreover, they do not evaluate the benefits of their approach in practice. Bernard (2002) presented another model for predicting navigation time: the Hypertext Accessibility Index (H HAI ). Similar to the Lee and McGregor model, the H HAI measure predicts the expected navigation time solely on the basis of the menu structure.
The MESA model (Miller and Remington 2004) is to our knowledge the only quantitative model that links the probability of making navigation mistakes to the quality of the items' labels. The connection between label quality and mistake probability seems natural, but the practical applicability of the model is limited as quality assessments need to be provided for all labels by experts.
The ClickSmart system (Smyth and Cotter 2003) adapts WAP menus (menus that allow access to web pages on mobile devices) to the behavior of individual users. Menu items that a user chooses frequently are promoted to a higher position in the user's personal hierarchy. To circumvent the problem of creating labels for new menu items, the optimization algorithm can only make hierarchies flatter and not deeper. An experiment with real users showed that the ClickSmart system can reduce navigation time with almost 50%. The prediction model that is used is called the click-distance. This model is in fact an instantiation of the model introduced by Fisher et al. (1990) .
In Hollink et al. (2005) we presented a system that adapts web menus to individual users. We used a model that was similar to Fisher's model but, unlike Fisher's model, our model assumes that users sometimes make navigation mistakes. The applicability of the algorithm is restricted to situations in which the pages are labeled with keywords that can function as labels for menu items. Allan et al. (2003) provide three models to assess the quality of document hierarchies created through hierarchical clustering: the minimal travel cost, the expected travel cost and the expected accumulated travel cost. The models are not designed for predicting navigation time in web menus, but, as they predict the amount of time that users spend locating documents in a hierarchy, they can be used for this purpose without modification.
In summary, the review presented in this section shows that methods for link structure optimization vary substantially in their assumptions about the preferences and behavior of the users. In many cases it is not clear why certain assumptions are made and for which users they hold. In the next section we will develop a framework that allows a more detailed comparison of the methods and their assumptions. In Sect. 4 this framework will be used to select the optimal model for a site and a user population.
A framework for navigation behavior models
To determine which adaptations lead to the largest utility, link structure optimization methods need to know the relation between properties of the link structure and the utility of the navigation. This information is provided by a navigation behavior model. It describes how the group of users that we are interested in reacts on the possible variations of a link structure. It predicts how the users will navigate in the various structures and how this will influence the utility of the navigation. Effectively, a navigation behavior model is a function with a navigation structure as input and a measure of utility as output (see Fig. 1 ).
In general it is not possible to predict exactly how users will behave under certain circumstances, but navigation behavior models can give an approximation of their behavior. The more the predicted behavior resembles the true behavior of the users, the better the model. Naturally, the most accurate model is different for different applications. It depends, for example, on the experience of the users that are modeled and the device that is used for navigation. Indeed, if we look at the various link optimization methods, we find large differences between their navigation behavior models.
In this section we provide a framework with which we can systematically compare navigation behavior models. The framework exposes the differences and similarities between the various models. Moreover, it forms the basis of a method for selecting the best model for a site, which will be presented in the next section. The framework is based on a detailed analysis of the models underlying the link optimization methods that are described in Sect. 2. In this analysis we identified the elements of the models that are relevant for the prediction of the utility of the link structures. We determined which of these elements are shared by all models and for which elements the models make different choices. In addition, we studied the motivations for the various assumptions given in literature.
In the following the framework is explained and the models of the link optimization methods introduced in the previous section are positioned in the framework. In addition, we discuss the circumstances under which the assumptions of the models are justified. This analysis does not include the research on the depth/breadth trade-off in hierarchical menus as the guidelines resulting from these studies can not be seen as a complete navigation behavior model, as explained in Sect. 2.2.
The framework consists of a number of features that correspond to assumptions about the users. An example of a feature is the users' strategy for selecting links. The possible values of this feature are the various strategies that are assumed in the links optimization methods. Fig. 1 Causal dependencies between the link structure of a site, the users' navigation strategy, their targets, and the utility of the link structure A specific combination of feature values forms a navigation behavior model. Some of the features have parameters that need to be determined for each site. For example, a feature is the fact that a model uses access frequencies to determine the probabilities that pages are targets. The parameters of this feature are the relative frequencies of the pages of a particular site. Thus, one model can have different parameter settings for different sites, but always has the same features.
The top level of the framework is formed by the schema in Fig. 1 . The schema applies to all models of link structure optimization methods, both for generic link structures and menus. According to this schema, a user accesses a site to fulfill certain information needs. We will call the pages that together fulfill these needs the user's target pages or his target set. The utility of the navigation process is determined by the time the user spends navigating (efficiency) and the number of targets that are found (effectiveness). The number of targets that are found depends on the path the user follows through the site(s). The efficiency depends both on his path and the strategy used to follow this path. The path in turn is a consequence of the user's targets, his navigation strategy and the link structure.
The framework is used to classify the various methods from literature that are discussed in the previous section. Tables 1-3 show the complete navigation behavior model framework and the features of the methods. In these tables each column represents a feature from the framework. The differences between the models lie in the assumptions they make about the goals and strategies of the users. For these factors Tables 2 and 3 show the relevant model features and the choices that are made in the various models. In addition, Table 1 shows in which domains the models are applicable. In all tables question marks indicate that the descriptions of the methods given in the papers did not suffice to infer the particular model features. The application domains are discussed in Sect. 3.1. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe the model features and discuss the circumstances under which they are appropriate.
Application domain
The optimization methods place various restrictions on the domain to which they can be applied. The framework distinguishes five domain features that determine the models' applicability. These features are shown in Table 1 . The first feature is the group of users whose behavior is described by the model. Models developed for personalization describe single users. Link optimization on the basis of such a model results in a structure that is tailored towards the specific needs of this single user. In contrast, models that are used for transformation predict the average behavior of a group of users (Perkowitz and Etzioni 2000) . We distinguish two kinds of transformation models: models that concern the whole user population of a site and models that concern a subset of this population. In the latter case, the sites' users are first clustered into a number of user clusters that share certain characteristics. For each cluster a separate navigation behavior model is created. The table shows the user groups for which the authors have created models. However, many of the methods can easily be applied to smaller or larger groups. For example, the transformation model created by Fisher et al. (1990) uses the average access frequencies of the pages. If the average frequencies are replaced by the frequencies of a single user, the model becomes suitable for personalization.
The group of users that is modeled determines how often the model needs to be updated. Navigation behavior models for individual users are often refined during the user session. Information about the user's goals is inferred from the selected pages and immediately incorporated in the model. A popular strategy is to start with a model that describes the average behavior of the sites' users and to personalize the model when more information becomes available (e.g., Hollink et al. 2005; Pazzani and Billsus 2002) . Models that describe user populations are not supposed to change on a daily basis and are mainly used for offline optimization (e.g., Fu et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2006; Fisher et al. 1990 ).
The second domain feature is the set of content pages for which a link structure is created. Most models are designed to make predictions about link structures of closed domains, usually single sites. In these cases, we know beforehand which pages will be part of the structure. The optimization methods change the links between pages, but do not add or remove the pages themselves. Web Montage, result set clustering and the information foraging models are made for open domains. These models not only describe how users navigate when the links are changed, but also when content is added or removed. In between are the models presented in Pierrakos and Paliouras (2005) : the set of pages is known beforehand, but pages can be removed from this set during optimization. n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Information foraging
Pirolli and The third feature is the type of structures for which the models can make predictions. As we explained before, many models are only applicable to hierarchical menus or other hierarchical link structures. The models presented by Fu et al. (2002) and Wang et al. (2006) do not require a strict hierarchy, but assume that the links can be divided in main links and additional links and that the main links form a hierarchy.
The fourth feature involves the ordering of the links on the pages. Optimization methods may require that the links on the pages are ordered by some criterion or allow them to be ordered haphazardly.
The last feature is the number of links on each page, the breadth of the link structure. Most models allow the breadth to vary between pages, but some methods explicitly require that the number of links is fixed in advance and equal for all pages.
Goals
The second set of features is shown in Tables 2 and 3 and involves assumptions about the goals of the users. The first feature of the users' goals are the elements that determine utility. The most common elements are the time the users spend navigating and the number of target pages they eventually find. Navigation menus usually contain links to all pages of the site, so that in theory users can reach all target pages. The models that operate in this context assume that users keep searching until all targets are found. Utility is expressed as the time that they need to reach the target pages. An exception to this is the minimal travel cost model, which assumes that users stop navigating once they have reached the hierarchy node under which most target pages are located. In this model the utility score of a hierarchical structure is a combination of the navigation time to this node and a measure of how well the set of pages under the node resembles the user's target set. Optimization methods for open domains decide which pages are included in the structure. They assume the users search the whole structure (up to a certain depth) and measure the number of target pages that are found. The only model that explicitly deals with the trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency is the information foraging theory (Pirolli and Fu 2003) . This models states that users stop navigating when they feel the additional targets that can be found by further search are not worth the extra navigation time. Two studies focus on the perspective of the site owners rather than the site users. Instead of saying that users want to find many targets, Pazzani and Billsus (2002) state that the site owner wants to communicate as much information as possible. Wang et al. (2006) formulate the optimization goal as a combination of minimizing navigation time and maximizing the profit made on the visited product pages.
The second feature concerns the sets of pages that qualify as potential target sets. Most models do not include a priori knowledge about the users' targets and assume that in principle any set of pages can be a user's target set. Only the travel cost models make use of predefined topics that form the possible target sets. According to these models a user is interested in exactly one topic and searches for all pages on this topic. The travel cost models are developed for assessing document hierarchies. In this setting the topics form the gold standard for the clusters at the lowest level of the hierarchy.
The third feature is the size of the target sets. Some models act as if each user searches for exactly one target. They model the search for each target separately. That is, no distinction is made between two sessions in which one target is sought and one session in which two targets are sought. In these models the goal is always to minimize the average time needed to reach the target. Other models allow for the possibility that users have multiple targets. The goal can be both to maximize the number of targets that are found and to minimize navigation time.
The fourth feature is the probability distribution over the target sets. The models that are explicitly developed to predict average navigation time all assume that the target sets have equal probability of being sought (uniform). They compute average navigation time as the unweighted average of the times to each of the targets. All models used in optimization algorithms assume that the probabilities are proportional to the frequency of the sets in the log files. This extension has a clear value for link structure optimization, as it causes algorithms to place more frequently accessed pages at more prominent positions in the link structures.
Navigation strategies
Tables 2 and 3 contain six features that concern the users' navigation strategies, four of which influence the prediction of the users' navigation paths. The first feature, the users' search strategy, involves the order in which users open hierarchy nodes. Most models assume that users use a focused strategy: users focus their attention entirely at getting to their target pages. They base their choices on the link labels and only open links that (directly or indirectly) lead to targets. For users with a single target page this means that they take the shortest paths to their targets. The expected travel cost model assumes a different strategy. According to this model users perform an exhaustive depth-first search visiting all nodes until they happen to hit their targets. This means that in the worst case a user traverses the whole tree before he reaches his target. Most likely, the truth lies in the middle: the link labels are sometimes not informative enough to determine with certainty whether the links lead to targets, so that the users have to perform some search. On the other hand, it is unlikely that users always search systematically ignoring the link labels entirely. Anderson et al. (2001 Anderson et al. ( , 2002 do not provide a complete model that can predict how users navigate in any link structure. It only predicts how the adaptations to the structure change the paths that the users followed in the original structure. In particular, it predicts which navigation steps that were followed in the original structure will be eliminated when an adaptation is made. As a result, the applicability of this model is limited to structures that are highly similar to the original structure (see Sect. 2.1). In Table 2 no search strategy is provided for the coverage model. This model assumes that the user searches the whole navigation structure, but makes no assumptions about the way in which the structure is searched.
The second feature concerns the behavior of users with more than one target. The simpler models assume that these users search for each target separately. When a target is found the users go back to the starting point (often the hierarchy's root) and continue their search from there. More complex models assume that the search for another target starts at the previous target. In other words, users surf from the starting point to the first target and from this target to the second target, etc.
The third navigation strategy feature is the probability that users make navigation mistakes, i.e., make selections that do not match their search strategy. For the focused strategy, making a mistake means selecting a link that does not lead to a target page. Most models assume users never make mistakes or make random selections with a small but fixed probability. The MESA model uses the quality of the link labels to determine the probability of a user selecting a link erroneously. As stated in Sect. 2.2, this limits the applicability of the MESA model to link structures for which experts have provided quality assessments.
The fourth strategy feature, the users' choice strategy, concerns the way users with a focused strategy choose between the links that are available on a page. A user can read all link labels and then select the best link or start reading at the top of the page and open a link as soon as an acceptable link is encountered.
The final two strategy features are the function types of the node opening function and the node choice function. These functions specify the relationship between navigation time and the path followed through the site. Navigation time is determined by two properties of the path: the number of links a user has opened (|Path|) and for each navigation step n the number of link labels that the user has read (#choices(n)):
Here f is the node openings function and g is the node choice function. α and β are parameters that represent respectively the time users need to read a link label and the time users need to open a link. The value of #choices(n) depends on the choice strategy of the users. As mentioned before, one can assume that users read all available links or that they stop reading when an acceptable link is found. For both functions f and g three variants appear in literature: a linear function, a logarithmic function and a null function, meaning that the factor has no influence. For example, the following time function is used in a model with a linear node opening function and a logarithmic node choice function, where users need 1.3 s to open a link and 0.25 s to read a link label:
A linear relation between navigation time and the number of link openings means that opening a link takes equal time at each page of the site. A linear choice function implies that users go top-down through the links on a page and need equal time to read each link. A logarithmic choice function is justified when the links on the pages are ordered and people do not need to read every link to find the one they need. If the links are ordered alphabetically users can find their item by making a series of binary splits. They start reading an item halfway down the list of links and decide whether their target is higher or lower on the list. Then, they read an item halfway down the upper or lower half of the list, etc. In this way a known item can be found in a list of n items by reading at most log 2 (n) items. A logarithmic choice function can also be the result of training: when a user has seen an item in a list before and remembers where about the item is located, he can find the item without reading all items in the list. A logarithmic opening function, which is used in the H HAI model, cannot be justified in this way, as one always has to open all links on the path.
Selecting navigation behavior models for hierarchical menus
The many differences between the navigation behavior models make clear that choosing a model for a link structure optimization task is a non-trivial task. Tables 1-3 already contain 22 models and many more models can be formed by making new combinations of model features. Some of the feature values in the tables are truly competing variants, such as logarithmic and linear choice functions. Others are merely extensions of each other. For instance, a model with uniform target probabilities is in fact a simplified version of a model with frequency based probabilities. To find the best model for a site one needs to determine which of the variants model the situation best and whether the extensions lead to significant improvements. In this section we present a method to select the optimal navigation behavior model for a particular web site and user population. The top level of the method is given in Fig. 2 . First, the set of possible models is determined on the basis of literature. Then for all models the optimal parameter settings are determined. Finally, the predictions of the models about the users' behavior and the structure's utility are compared to the actual behavior and utility observed in the log files. The model with the most accurate predictions is selected. The previous section discussed the collection of possible models. The selection procedure is described in detail below. For each feature we describe how the various values can be implemented in a navigation behavior model and how the models are tested on the log data. In this discussion we restrict ourselves to features that are relevant for hierarchical menus. Subsequently, we apply the method to the log files and menus of web sites from various domains demonstrating the working of the model selection method. Moreover, if in these experiments certain features appear to be inherently better than others, these results can be applied directly in new domains. When determiming the optimal model for a new site, the inferior models do not need to be considered.
Model selection method
In this section, we present a procedure to evaluate all valid combinations of menu features (including combinations that do not appear in the models in Tables 2 and 3 ). First, in Sect. 4.1.1 the log data that is collected by a server is preprocessed. This results in data to which the predictions of the models are compared (see Fig. 2 ). In Sects. 4.1.2-4.1.4 the parameters of the models are fit and the predictions of the models are compared to the actual user behavior.
The models are not evaluated as a whole, but split into three parts that are evaluated separately. Splitting the models greatly reduces the number of combinations of features that needs to be tested, which has a positive effect on the computational complexity of the evaluation procedure. Moreover, the smaller size of the partial models makes it easier to distinguish the effects of individual features. In the first part of the evaluation, we select the optimal choices for the assumptions about the relation between the users' navigation strategies and the paths they follow through the menu. In the second part, we examine assumptions that concern the relation between the users' strategies to follow the paths and their navigation times. Finally, in the third part we evaluate the assumptions about the goals of the users. No selection procedure is provided for the restrictions on the application domains, as one can verify directly whether a domain satisfies a restriction.
Data preprocessing
Preprocessing of the log data consists of two steps. We restore the sessions of individual users and then determine for each session the most likely target pages.
The sessions of individual users are restored with the method described in Cooley et al. (1999) . All requests coming from the same IP address and the same browser are attributed to one user. When a user is inactive for more than 30 min, a new session is started. A timeout of 30 min is used in many commercial and scientific systems (Cooley et al. 1999 ), including Fu et al. (2002) and Hay et al. (2004) . All requests for other pages than HTML pages are removed.
We remove sessions that are with high probability created by bots. These include sessions in which the bots have identified themselves in the agent field and sessions with extreme statistics. Sessions with more than 100 requests or an average time between two requests of less than 1 s or more than 6 min are called extreme.
As a result of browser caching some pageviews are not visible in the log files. Several methods have been developed to estimate which pages are missing and to complete the paths in the restored sessions (e.g., Cooley et al. 1999 ). In our work path completion is kept to a minimum. We check for each request in the sessions whether the referrer page is equal to the previously requested page. If they are not equal, we know that the user has made navigation steps that are not logged. In this case we include the referrer page in the session. Although more pageviews may be missing, no further path completion is performed because the referrer page is the only page of which we have certainty that it was visited. More elaborate path completion methods (e.g., Cooley et al. 1999 ) are based on assumptions about the users' navigation. These assumptions are of the same type as the assumptions of the navigation behavior models and therefore can influence the performance of the models in the model selection process.
We compute the time spent on a page from the time difference between two consecutive requests. No reading time is associated with the added referrers and the last pages of the sessions. In experiments in which reading time is used, these page accesses are ignored. The missing reading times can be estimated (Cooley et al. 1999 ), but these estimates would again be based on assumptions about the users' navigation.
After the sessions are restored, the pages in the sessions are classified into auxiliary 1 and target 2 pages. A page is a target page for a user if it provides a (partial) answer to his information needs. Auxiliary pages do not contain information that is interesting for the user, but only facilitate browsing. Several methods exist to determine whether a page is a target for a user, but most of the methods rely on domain specific characteristics of the pages or on manually created page categories. For instance, in the WUM method (Spiliopoulou and Pohle 2001 ) the pages are manually split into pages that contain the content that the site wants to offer and auxiliary pages that facilitate browsing. Only pages of the first category qualify as potential targets. When no domain knowledge is available, the only available information about a user's interest in a page is the time the user spent reading the page.
We use the time-based classification method described in Cooley et al. (1999) . All pages with a reading time longer than or equal to a reference length are marked as targets. The other pages form the paths to the targets. As reference length we use the median reading time of the hierarchy's end pages. This means that we make the assumption that 50% of the times that a user views an end page, this page is a target page. The rationale behind this percentage is that target pages are content pages to which a user pays more than usual attention. A different reference length could have been used, but in our experiments we found that this changed the absolute scores of the various models, but not their relative performance. Moreover, the chosen percentage falls in the range of optimal reference times (40-70%) that is found in the experiments of Fu et al. (2002) .
Predicting paths
This section describes the procedure for finding the best assumptions about the influence of the users' navigation strategies on the paths they follow through the site. Tables 2 and 3 contain four features that influence the paths that users with a given target set follow through a menu: the users' search strategy, the users' choice strategy, the search for multiple targets and the users' mistake probability. We systematically test the influence of each of these features. For the mistake probability, the tests include only no mistakes and fixed mistake probabilities, because label quality assessments are generally not available. The features and values that are tested are summarized in Table 4 .
For each combination of features we form a partial model that predicts a path given a set of targets and a hierarchical structure. The partial models are evaluated by comparing the predicted paths to the paths that the users actually followed on the site. For each target set in the log files, the models predict a path along all targets. In the end we count how many of the predicted page transitions actually occurred in the users' sessions. This procedure is illustrated with a small example. Figure 3 shows a hierarchy and Table 5 shows the targets and navigation paths of three example users who have navigated through this hierarchy. The table also shows the paths predicted by two path models. In this example the FCA model predicts the users' paths more accurately than the EC model.
The similarity scores that are used to compare the models are precision and recall. Here the precision of a path model κ is the number of transitions that is correctly predicted by κ divided by the total number of predicted transitions. We focus on the page transitions rather 
The abbreviations in the model names refer to the feature values in Table 4 than the visited pages themselves, because the transitions determine the navigation time, as we will see below.
Here Paths contains all complete paths of users from the log files. T i is the set of target pages on path i. κ(T i ) denotes the path along the targets T i as predicted by path model κ. p, q is the transition from page p to page q. i ⊆ j means that transition i occurs on path j. Recall of κ is the number of transitions that are correctly predicted by κ divided by the number of transitions in the users' sessions:
Computation time is not a major issue, because the selection method does not need to run online or interactively. However, scalability needs to be guaranteed as web logs can easily become very large. The computational complexity of the path model selection procedure is linear in the size of the log files and the size of the menu. The log files have to be scanned once to determined the paths and the target sets. When the models are applied to the target sets, all targets have to be looked up in the menu. In our experiments (see Sect. 4.2) the path evaluation took 4-30 min per data set on a normal desktop machine.
Predicting navigation times
The following procedure can be used to evaluate models that predict navigation times on the basis of the users' paths. We evaluate all features that influence these predictions: the users' choice strategy, the node opening function and the node choice function (see Table 4 ). Partial models that predict navigation times are formed for all combinations of features by choosing values for f and g in Eq.
(2) (Sect. 3.3). For each path to a target page in the log files we compute the time it took the user to traverse the path. In addition, we count the number of menu items the user opened along the way and the number of choices he had in each step. Next, the time prediction models are fit to these data in such a way that the mean of squared errors is minimized. This results in optimal parameter settings for the models (i.e., values for α and β in Eq. (2)). Table 6 provides an example of the data to which the models are fit and the predictions of the resulting models. The H HAI model predicts the expected navigation time of a whole menu, but not of individual paths. To still be able to compare its time predictions to those of the other models, The abbreviations in the model names refer to the feature values in Table 4 we modified its definition. Instead of summing over all nodes in the menu, we took the sum over all nodes on the users' path.
A 5-fold cross-validation is used to evaluate how well the models predict navigation times of future users. The models are fit to the training sets and evaluated on the test sets. As similarity score we use the R-square measure, which expresses the proportion of the variance in the users' navigation times that is explained by a model:
Here T arget Paths contains all paths to individual targets from the log files. t i is the time that the user needed to follow path i and λ(i) is navigation time as predicted by time model λ. t is the average navigation time over all paths in the test set. The computational complexity of the time model selection procedure is determined by the amount of log data. The training and test sets can be created in one pass through the log files. Then all models need to be fit to the training sets and applied to the test sets. Applying the models requires one pass through the test sets. The time needed to fit the models depends on the fitting procedure that is used. In our experiments the time model evaluation took 20-60 s, approximately half of which was used by the fitting procedure.
Predicting the average navigation time over all target sets
The previous sections treated models that predict navigation paths and times for given target sets. We will now consider the components of the models that average over all targets sets and thus predict the average navigation time of a menu. We will call these components target set models, as they are based on assumptions about the users' targets.
We only look at models that assume that utility depends completely on navigation time, because this is assumed by all optimization methods that apply to menus (see Sect. 3.2). We test target set models with various values for the target set size and the target set probabilities, as depicted in Table 4 . All models assume that all target sets are possible. Models with predefined topics are not considered, as in general it is not possible to find a division in topics that applies to all visitors.
Again we split the log data in test and training sessions. The training data is used to compute the target set probabilities. During training each target set model produces a collection of target sets that simulates the targets of the actual users. The simplest model is the single uniform model. It assumes users search for single targets and all targets have equal probability. Its target set collection is a list of all pages of the site. The single frequency model also assumes users search for single targets, but now the target probabilities are based on the number of times each page occurs as a target in the training sessions. The multiple frequency model consists of target sets with more than one page. Its target set collection is a list of all target sets occurring in the training set. The collection of the multiple uniform model would comprise all possible target sets (the power set of the site's pages), but the computation of this collection is not tractable for sites with more than a few pages.
The purpose of the test sets is to evaluate how well the target set collections of the three models reflect the targets of the actual users of the site. For each target set in each collection we estimate the time users need to locate the target pages using the path and time models that scored best in the previous evaluations. The expected navigation time of a collection is the weighted average time over all targets in the collection. The expected navigation times are compared to the average time that users from the test set really needed to locate a target. This procedure is exemplified in Table 7 . The table shows the data of two target set models, the single uniform model and the multiple frequency model. In this example the multiple frequency model outperforms the single uniform model, because the average navigation time that is predicted by the multiple frequency model (5.1 s) is closer to the actual average navigation time (4.9 s) than the average time predicted by the single uniform model (3.6 s).
As similarity score we use the relative error, the difference between the expected navigation time and the real average navigation time as percentage of the real average navigation time:
Here ν is a target set model and κ * and λ * are the optimal path and time models respectively. C ν is the target set collection of ν. p i is the probability of target set i in C ν . The remaining symbols have the same meaning as before.
A problem with the procedure described above is that the best path prediction model predicts too short paths, because it assumes users make no mistakes (see Sect. 4.2) . This results in too short expected navigation times for all target set models, which leads to a bias towards target set models that predict target sets with large navigation times. We compensate Times are in seconds. The letters in the paths stand for the pages from the example hierarchy in Fig. 3 . κ * and λ * are the optimal path and time models respectively for this by adding a fixed mistake probability to the path model. The mistake probability is chosen in such a way that the average length of the predicted paths is equal to the average length of the actual paths. Using this new path model, we get an unbiased view on the performance of the target set models. Because the mistakes are random, all experiments are repeated 10 times. The final evaluation measure is the average relative error over the 10 runs. Once the best model for a menu optimization task has been selected, the mistake probability can be set to zero again. During the optimization of the menus, navigation times of alternative structures are compared only relative to each other and the bias does not influence their relative performance.
The time complexity of this procedure is linear in the amount of log data and the size of the menu. The log files have to be read once to create the target set collections. As before, applying the path models involves reading the collections and locating the targets in the menu. For the application of the time models, the paths need to be read once. In our experiments the total of 10 runs took 3-27 min.
Experiments
We applied the method described in the previous section to the menus of four web sites. These experiments demonstrate the working of the model selection method. In addition, when models with certain features perform consistently better than others, this reduces the range of the models that need to be considered for new domains.
The web sites are from different domains and their menus vary in size and structure. The SeniorGezond site (SG) 3 gives information about the prevention of falling accidents. It provides many different navigation means one of which is a hierarchical navigation menu. The Reumanet site (RN) 4 contains information about rheumatism. GHadvies (GH) 5 is a site about lay-off compensation. HoutInfo (HI) 6 contains pages about the properties and applications of various kinds of wood. Features of the sites' log files and menus are given in Table 8 .
The partial models for path prediction were applied to the four sites. The results of the experiments are given in Table 9 . The best scores are shown in bold. There are only two models with exhaustive strategies, because with this strategy there is no difference between the two choice strategies. The exhaustive models predicted extremely long paths, as a consequence of the assumption that users go through a hierarchy systematically until they hit their targets. The long paths resulted in moderate recall, but very low precision. The focused models resemble the true strategy of the users much better: 42-54% of the predicted transitions were actually followed. No large differences were found between the two choice strategies. Possibly, this is because both strategies were used by large user groups. In all cases, the models that assume that users with multiple targets continue from the previous target worked much better than the models that assume that users return to the root. This finding indicates that the reduction of multiple target search to a series of single target searches is a too strong simplification.
In a second set of experiments we added fixed mistake probabilities to the focused continued search models. Figure 4 shows the precision and recall of models with varying mistake probabilities on the Reumanet and GHAdvies data. Including navigation mistakes did not improve the models: both precision and recall decreased almost linearly with increasing The reference length is explained in Sect. 4.1.1 The abbreviations in the model names refer to the feature values in Table 4 Table 4 mistake probability. Results on the other data sets are similar. The explanation for this poor performance is not that users do not make navigation mistakes, but that the probability that the users' incorrect choices are the same as the randomly selected choices is small. In conclusion, when optimizing a menu, the best choice is a focused model without navigation mistakes. Either one of the choice strategies can be used. In addition, the model The abbreviations in the model names refer to the feature values in Table 4 . The first character is the node opening function, the second character the choice function and the third character the choice strategy should take into account that users with multiple targets do not start over each time a target is found.
The results of the experiments with time prediction models are given in Table 10 . All values are averages over the 5 test sets. The results of the H HAI model (Bernard 2002 ) are shown separately. This model is basically a double logarithmic (LLA) model, but with some small modifications. The results of the time experiments are less clear than the results of the path experiments. Nevertheless, some observations can be made. Models that use both the number of node openings and the number of choices perform better than models that disregard the number of choices (00, L0, and S0) or the number of node openings (not shown). Apparently, both elements influence navigation time. As expected, on three of the four data sets linear node opening functions gave better results than logarithmic opening functions (see Sect. 3.3) . Only on the Reumanet data set the logarithmic opening functions worked best, but on this data set all models scored low. Apparently, navigation times were more variable on the Reumanet site. A possible explanation is that the site is visited frequently by people with rheumatism for whom clicking links is more difficult.
The difference in performance between models with logarithmic and linear choice functions is small. We expected to find a preference for linear choice functions, because the sites have unordered lists of links (see Sect. 3.3) . Apparently, visitors manage to select items without reading all preceding items. This can be a learning effect: when a user has opened an item before, he remembers where the item is located. The read all choice strategy performed very similar to the read until strategy as was the case in the path prediction experiments.
The values of the parameters α and β differ per site. The time users need to read link labels and to click links depends on the length and complexity of the labels and the experience of the users. For the SSU model we found that β should be between 2 and 5 times as large as α. This is consistent with the values used in the MESA model (Miller and Remington 2004) , α = 0.25 and β = 0.5. In the click-distance model (Smyth and Cotter 2003) selecting and clicking links takes equal time, but these values are meant for WAP users who navigate using mobile phones.
For a new menu optimization task, we recommend to use a linear node opening function, because this function tends to outperform other models and has better theoretical foundations. The best node choice function is strongly site dependent and should be determined again for each site. This can be done offline in the same way we performed the time model experiments. At the same time these experiments will yield the optimal parameter settings.
In the target set evaluations we used the FCA path model and the SSA time model. Table 11 shows the error of the prediction of the expected navigation time when various target set models are used. The use of target set frequencies considerably improved the predictions. The design of the hierarchies is so that on average less popular pages are located deeper in the hierarchy than more popular pages. As a result, the assumption that all pages have equal probability of being sought, leads to a too large expected navigation time. For all sites the model using target sets with multiple targets outperformed the models with singleton target sets. This confirms our earlier conclusion that it is important to model the behavior of users with more than one target. In summary, in our experiments we found clear evidence that focused continued search path models and multiple target frequency target set models are the best choices. For the optimization of a new site, these models can be selected directly. The optimal time model is site-dependent and needs to be determined anew for each site. This can be accomplished with the method described in the previous section.
If we compare the best performing models to the navigation behavior models in Tables 2  and 3 , we see that none of the optimization methods uses the optimal model class. Suboptimal models can cause the methods to select suboptimal adaptations that result in structures that do not maximize the site's utility. These findings suggests that using the selection method to find the optimal navigation behavior model for a site can greatly improve the optimization of the site's menu.
Menu optimization
In the previous sections, we described how the best navigation behavior model can be found for an optimization task. We will now present a method to optimize a hierarchical menu once a model has been selected. This provides a concrete example of the role of navigation models in link structure optimization. Moreover, this method allows us in the next section to study the effects of the chosen model on the outcome of the optimization.
The optimization algorithm requires that the menu structure is a proper hierarchy. This means that the content items are always located at the terminal nodes, while the non terminal nodes form the category items. A content item is allowed to be located at multiple terminal nodes. The optimization changes only the hierarchical structure of the menus and not the contents of the web site, i.e., the adaptations cannot remove content pages from the menus, add new content or place content on non terminal nodes.
The optimization algorithm can create new category items, but it does not provide labels for the new items. The labels must be created manually by the site owner. Several methods have been proposed to automatically create labels for links (e.g., Witten et al. 1999; Zamir and Etzioni 1999; Lawrie et al. 2001; Zeng et al. 2004 ), but the automatically constructed labels are generally lengthy and provide poor descriptions of the contents. To facilitate the manual creation of labels, the system can be run semi-automatically. The algorithm suggests a number of adaptations to the menu and the site owner chooses the adaptations that he finds appropriate and for which he can find a good label. At the same time this protects the menu's coherence: items that can be described by the same category name tend to share certain properties.
The optimization method is based on a steepest ascent hill climbing search through a space of possible menus. The value of a menu is the inverse of its expected navigation time. The optimal menu is the one with the smallest navigation time. Below we define a number of menu adaptation operations that generate variations of the menus. The optimization system searches the space during a number of optimization cycles. In each cycle the systems tries all adaptations that can be performed on the current menu. The navigation behavior model is used to predict the navigation times of the resulting structures. The adaptation that gives the largest reduction in navigation time is selected and used as starting point for the next optimization cycle. This process continues until a menu is found that cannot be improved by any of the adaptation operations. The hill climbing procedure is applied to all nodes of the hierarchy. First, the top level of the menu is optimized, then the nodes at the second level, etc., until all nodes are optimized.
For menu optimization, hill climbing approaches offer several advantage over other optimization algorithms. First, hill climbing is a local search algorithm, which makes it very efficient in terms of both time and space. Global optimization algorithms such as A* (Hart et al. 1968 ) search much larger parts of the search space. This is intractable for all but the smallest menus, as the number of possible menu structures is extremely large.
Probably the largest advantage of hill climbing optimization is that it can be done in interaction with the owner of the site. This is an important issue, as most people want to keep control over the changes that are made (Alpert et al. 2003; Cortellessa et al. 2005) . During each hill climbing cycle the optimization system finds a number of adaptations that improve the efficiency of the menu. In fully automatic optimization the system selects the adaptation that leads to the largest improvement. If the system is used semi-automatically, the site owner chooses the most suitable adaptation from a set of adaptations with large navigation time reductions. Another advantage of the current approach is that the system can explain to the site owner why it believes that certain adaptations improve the menu. For instance, when the system advises to merge two menu items, it can explain that the items have too small probabilities or that many users search for content from both items. Several studies have shown that people are more inclined to allow a system to make changes if they understand why the changes are selected (Alpert et al. 2003; Cramer et al. Forthcoming) . Finally, with this approach the navigation times of the various adaptations can be computed independently of each other. This affords parallel computing.
In the following sections we describe the hill climbing procedure in more detail. First, we present the hierarchy transformation operations that serve as menu adaptations. After that we describe how we select the menu adaptations that are tested.
Adaptation operations
A natural choice for the set of adaptation operations would be the 'atomic' operations Raise, Lower, Create, and Remove. Raise moves an item one level up the hierarchy, Lower moves an item one level down the hierarchy, Create creates a new empty node and Remove removes an empty node. This set is complete in the sense that with these operations any menu tree can in theory be transformed into any other menu tree. A proof of this fact is the existence of following procedure. Raise all items until all menu and content items are children of the root node and remove all non terminal items. Next, create the first level items of the target tree and lower the content nodes into the correct nodes. Then create the second level items etc. Completeness is a desirable property, because it implies that the current tree can always be transformed in the optimal tree.
Unfortunately, the fact that the optimal tree can be reached does not ensure that it can also be reached by making only adaptations that decrease navigation time. The total time reduction of the operations needed for the transformation from the current to the optimal tree is positive, because the optimal tree cannot have a larger average navigation time than the current tree. However, this does not guarantee that all individual adaptations needed to reach the optimal tree have a positive time reduction. If we view the process of going from the current tree to the optimal tree as a search problem, the trees that result from operations with negative navigation time reductions are dips in the navigation time landscape. The hill climbing algorithm cannot cross these dips.
An example of an adaptation with a negative time reduction is the create operation. This adaptation cannot improve the navigation time, because empty nodes increase the number of choices and thus navigation time. If the optimal tree has more nodes than the current tree, the optimal tree cannot be reached without creating new nodes. In this situation the create actions form a gap around the optimal tree, which prevents the hill climbing algorithm from reaching the global optimum.
To overcome this problem, we do not use lower, create, and remove as separate operations, but define a number of composite adaptations that can function as bridges over the gaps. The resulting set of adaptation operations is shown in Fig. 5 . If n is the node whose subtree is currently being optimized (henceforth referred to as the current node), the operations are:
Raise
If node n 2 is a descendant of n 1 and n 1 is a child of n, move n 2 so that it becomes a child of n.
RaiseAll If nodes n 2 , n 3 , . . . , n m are the children of n 1 and n 1 is a child of n, move n 2 , n 3 , . . . , n m so that they become children of n and remove n 1 .
Split
If node n 1 is a child of n and n 1 has at least two child nodes, create a new node n 2 as a child node of n and move a strict subset of the children of n 1 so that they become children of n 2 .
Merge If node n 2 and node n 1 are both children of n and n 1 is not a content node, move all children of n 2 so that they become children of n 1 and remove n 2 . If n 2 is a content node, it is not removed, but moved so that it becomes a child of n 1 .
LowerSome If nodes n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n m are all children of n, create a new node n m+1 as a child of n and move n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n m so that they become children of n m+1 .
The lowerSome adaptation creates a new node and fills it with some children. In contrast to the atomic action of creating an empty node, the lowerSome adaptation can have a positive time reduction. The RaiseAll operation is added to make it possible to raise all children of an item with two children with about equal probability. In this case raising either child separately can result in a negative time reduction, while raising both is positive. The merge and split adaptations do not bridge any obvious gaps, but are chosen because they are natural menu adaptations. The remove action always results in a positive score. Remove is not included as separate adaptation but done automatically when the last child of a node is raised. Like the set of atomic operations, the set of operations in Fig. 5 suffices to transform any tree in any other tree. Although with the introduction of the composite operations some frequently occurring gaps have been bridged, we can still give no guarantee that we can always reach the optimal tree without taking steps with a negative time reduction. Methods like simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983) can be used to increase the probability of finding the globally optimal structure. However, these methods often increase search time. The current version of the system does not include this feature. The definition of the menu operations determines the parent-child relations between the nodes in the hierarchy, but not the ordering of a set of child nodes. Following Smyth and cotter (2003) , our menu optimization system orders the nodes on the basis of the total access frequency of the underlying content nodes. This ordering is optimal for users who read the menu items top down and stop when they have read an acceptable item. For users who read all items before making a decision the order is not important. When the navigation behavior model has a reading strategy that is more complex than the strategies treated in this work, finding the optimal ordering of menu items can be more difficult. In this case, the ordering can be optimized with a new adaptation operator that adapts the ordering of a set of items.
Selecting promising adaptations
Ideally, the optimization algorithm should find the highest scoring adaptations at each step. Unfortunately, finding these adaptations is intractable as it requires the computation of the time reduction of all possible adaptations to the current node. For the Raise and RaiseAll operations this computation is no problem. The number of possible Raise adaptations equals the number of items below the current node. The number of possible RaiseAll adaptations equals the number of children of the current node. For the Merge operation the number of adaptations is quadratic in the breadth of the tree. This is in most practical applications still tractable. However, the number of possible Split and LowerSome operations is exponential in the breadth, so that it is usually not possible to try them all.
Instead of suggesting the absolute best splits, we aim at finding reasonably good splits using heuristics. We try to find some good splits for each child node m of the current node n. An initial split is made by randomly dividing the children of m in two groups with equal numbers of items. Subsequently, we try to improve the time reduction of the split by moving an item from one group to the other. After each move the time reduction of the split is computed. If the score is improved by moving an item, the best item is moved. This process continues until there are no more moves that improve the split. The process is guaranteed to end, because we only make moves that increase the time reduction.
For LowerSome we use a similar heuristic. In this case we start with the child of the current node n that has the smallest probability. This child node is placed under a new empty child e. Then we try adding children of n to e and see whether the average navigation time improves. If it does we add the best scoring child to e. Next, we try removing each child of e and placing it back under n. If this improves the score we remove the best scoring item. Then we try adding another node to e, etc. The process ends when no more improvements can be made by adding or removing nodes.
The heuristics can be adapted to the requirements of a specific situation. In large menus it can be necessary to decrease search time by reducing the number of adaptations that are tried. For instance, merging time can be reduced by only trying merges of items with small probabilities. Another way to speed up the optimization is by discarding adaptations that have led to poor structures in earlier steps of the optimization. This means for instance that if the algorithm has tried to split a certain node and has found that it leads to a large increase in navigation time, it will not try to split this node in later optimization steps.
Case study
In this section we evaluate the menu optimization method in a case study. The optimization method is applied to the four web sites that were introduced in Sect. 4.2. First, we study the optimization process and the resulting menus when the optimal models and parameter settings are used. Then, we examine the effects of alternative models and parameter settings.
Optimization with optimal models
In the first experiments we used the models that performed best in the evaluation experiments in Sect. 4.2. In this section we found that the focused continued search path model and multiple target frequency target set models gave best results in all four domains. Among the time models the four models with linear opening functions generally gave best results. The differences between the models with linear openings functions were negligible. In the optimization experiments we used the SSA time model, which was also used in the target set experiments (see Sect. 4.1.4) . This model has a linear choice function and assumes that users read all items before making a choice. The parameters of this model were set using the method described in Sect. 4.2. The parameter settings for the various sites are shown in Table 12 .
The expected navigation times of the menus before and after optimization are given in Table 13 . Figure 6 shows how the expected navigation time is gradually decreased during the adaptation process. For all sites the optimization considerably improved the efficiency of the menus: the expected navigation time was reduced by 12-30%. Table 13 shows that the average number of subitems under an item (the menu's breadth) is larger in the optimized menus than in the original menus. This is a result of the fact that during the optimization more Raise and Merge operations were selected than Split and LowerSome operations, as can be seen in Table 14 . The fact that broadening the menus increases the efficiency indicates that the menus were originally too narrow and deep. This finding is in agreement with the conclusion of HCI research that in general broader menus are more efficient than narrower menus (see Sect. 2.2). The sixth column of Table 13 shows the average depth of the content items weighted by their access frequencies. In all menus the weighted average depth is smaller than the unweighted depth, which means that on average more popular items are located in higher positions. However, in the optimized menus the differences are much larger than in the original menus. This shows that the optimized menus differentiate more than the original menus between more and less popular content items. This can also be seen from the maximal depth: although the average depth of all menus is decreased by the optimization, the maximal depth of two menus is increased.
The time needed for the optimization depends on the number of adaptations that are made. Tables 14 and 8 show that there is a relation between the number of adaptations and the number of items in the menu, but that in all cases the number of adaptations was reasonably small. Moreover, most of the decrease in expected navigation time is realized during the first five adaptation steps, as visible in Fig. 6 . Thus, making only a few adaptations can greatly improve the efficiency of a menu. This means that the optimization process can be terminated after a few steps without drastically reducing the quality of the resulting menu. This is an advantage when optimization time is limited, for instance, because optimization is done in cooperation with a site owner. To see how the navigation time reductions are accomplished, we will now examine some optimization steps in detail. Figure 7 shows a fragment of the Reumanet menu before and after optimization. The two menu items 'walking aids' and 'transport' are merged into one. Both items contained fewer pages than optimal. Moreover, the pages from the two items are frequently visited in the same sessions, most likely by people who are interested in ways to enhance their mobility. The content page 'adjusted bicycle' is raised to a higher position in the hierarchy, because it is a very popular item and viewed by many visitors. The merge operation is a very good adaptation because it increases the menu's efficiency, without decreasing its coherence. Moreover, a good label can be found for the new item, for instance 'mobility.' On the other hand, a site owner might not find the raise operation appropriate as adjusted bicycles conceptually belong to the mobility item. To enhance coherence he can decide to block the adaptation entirely or to place 'adjusted bicycle' both at the higher location and under mobility. The latter option still reduces expected navigation time.
Another adaptation of the Reumanet menu is depicted in Fig. 8 . The menu item 'personal care' originally contains many content pages. A split operation is performed to split the item in two smaller items. One part contains appliances for dressing and going to the toilet. The other part mainly contains pages about appliances for taking a shower or a bath.
The HoutInfo menu contains two items 'inner doors' and 'outside doors.' As these items are frequently visited by the same users, they are merged into one. A site owner will probably During the adaptation of all sites, popular items are raised to higher positions. On the Reumanet site we have already seen that the item 'adjusted bicycle' is raised. On the HoutInfo site examples of raised items are a page that gives an overview of the various types of wood and a page that summarizes the properties of certain types of wooden plates. Both pages provide high level information that is interesting for a large portion of the site's visitors.
The effects of alternative models
In this section, we demonstrate the sensitivity of the method to the choice of the model and the parameter settings. We optimize the menus with models that differ at certain points from the optimal model and examine the effects on the resulting menus.
In the first set of experiments we study the influence of the parameters α and β, which correspond respectively to the time that a user needs to read and open a menu item. We optimize the menus with SSA time models with different ratios between α and β. The values of β are taken from the optimal time models and the values of α are varied. Figure 9 shows the average depth and breadth of the optimized Reumanet and GHAdvies menus when various ratios of β and α are used. When β is relatively large the menus are broader and shallower. In the broader menus users do not need to make many clicks to reach the content items, but they do need to read long lists of items. This is efficient according to these models because they assume that clicking takes a relatively long time.
The influence of the parameter settings on the expected navigation time of the menus is shown in Fig. 10 . The figure shows the expected navigation time of menus optimized with models with various β/α ratios according to the model with the optimal values for α and β. It can be seen clearly that choosing incorrect parameter settings can have devastating effects on the efficiency of the resulting menus. Although the method appears to be fairly robust against small changes in the β/α ratio, the expected navigation time increases rapidly when one deviates too far from the optimal ratio. At some point the optimized menus become even less efficient than the original menus (in the figures shown as horizontal lines). In Table 12 we can see that the optimal parameter settings differ substantially between sites. Consequently, using the same values for all sites can lead to highly suboptimal menus. These findings stress the importance of finding the optimal parameter settings for a user population.
The next experiments address the influence of the time model. We optimize the menus with the four time models with linear opening functions: SSU, SSA, SLA, and SLU. For each model, the optimal parameter settings are used. Table 15 acceptable item is found leads to larger depths than assuming that users read all items before making a choice. This is a result of the fact that for users who stop reading the length of the list below the chosen item has no influence on the navigation time. A logarithmic choice function results in shallower menus than a linear choice function. With a logarithmic choice function increasing the menu's breadth has a small influence on the expected navigation time while it reduces the depth considerably. In fact, we can prove that with single targets with uniform probabilities and a focused strategy without navigation mistakes, the optimal menu according to a logarithmic choice model is always the flat list of items. Although this does not necessarily hold for models with multiple targets, in our experiments three of the eight menus that were optimized with logarithmic choice functions became completely flat. Next, we optimized the menus with the three target set models described in Sect. 4. The results of these experiments are summarized in Table 16 . The simpler target set models do not make the menus systematically broader or narrower than the multiple frequency model, but they do systematically increase the expected navigation time. Inspection of the optimized menus revealed that this increase is mostly caused by ineffective merge, split, and lowersome operations. The single target models have no information about the probability that two pages are visited in the same session. They make their adaptations only on the basis of the pages' access probabilities and do not take into account whether pages should be placed close to each other in the menu. As a consequence, the optimized menus appear to be much less coherent than the menus optimized with the multiple frequency model. This is illustrated by the fact that none of the example merges and splits described in the previous section are made during the optimization with single target set models. Instead of merging 'walking aids' with 'transport,' the single uniform model merges 'walking aids' with 'health institutes' and 'transport' with 'adjusted furniture.' The menu item 'personal care' is split, but the parts are not meaningful. On the HoutInfo site the items 'inner doors' and 'outside doors' are not merged. This makes clear that models that do not capture dependencies between content items do not suffice to optimize menus.
Conclusions and discussion
In this work we presented an approach to optimization of navigation structures that is based on an explicit model of the users' navigation behavior. We created a generic framework that allows us to systematically compare various navigation behavior models described in the literature. Applying the framework to the models underlying a large number of methods showed that the models vary substantially and that several methods make assumptions that are questionable or that certainly do not hold for all sites and user populations. Moreover, these assumptions are often left implicit and are not verified for the user population of the site. To solve these problems we proposed a methodology to test the assumptions offline using log data. With this method one can select the optimal model for the optimization of a hierarchical menu on the basis of usage data and properties of the navigation structure. Once the best model is determined for a site one needs to find the link structure that is optimal according to this model. In this work a generic optimization method is presented that can optimize a hierarchical menu on the basis of a given navigation behavior model. Our systematic approach to the selection of navigation models enables the choice of a model that fits the properties of a site and its users. Using a correct model is essential for link structure optimization. Experiments with the optimization of four web sites showed that varying the features of the navigation model results in radically different menus. With certain model types the menus even became completely flat. However, when we compared the assumptions of existing menu optimization methods to the model features that proved optimal in our experiments, we found that none of the methods used an optimal model. These findings indicate that menu optimization can be substantially improved by application of the model selection method.
The presented link structure optimization method can be used interactively. The system proposes modifications of the structure and explains why these modifications lead to more efficient menus. A human webmaster accepts or rejects the proposals and provides labels for newly created hierarchy nodes. This scenario has the advantage that the site owner keeps full controll over the changes that are made to the menu, which can contribute to the acceptance of the system. Evaluation of the system by means of a case study gave encouraging results. The method generated both sensible and effective proposals for improvement. For the four sites it found menus that were much more efficient than the original menus according to the provided models.
Although the case study clearly showed the promise of the presented methods, some issues remain to be researched. First, the current work treats the optimization of link structures as an isolated problem. It does not consider the influence of other factors such as the semantic coherence of a set of links, the logical structure of a hierarchy or the information provided in link anchors. More research is needed to model the effects of these factors on the utility of the links and the potential interaction effects between these factors and the link structure. Once such models will be available, techniques can be developed to combine the models and optimize the various factors simultaneously. Second, the model selection method evaluates the predictions of the models only on log data of the site's original link structure. For real applications this is an advantage, because generally the original structure is the only structure for which log data is available. However, the purpose of the navigation models is to predict navigation times of structures that have been adapted. To see how well the predictions of the models generalize to the new structures, one needs log data created with different structures for the same site. In particular, we want to compare the navigation times of original menus to the navigation times of optimized menus.
Another topic for further research is the comparison between the selected navigation behavior models and the heuristics used in optimization methods. Such studies will show under which conditions and to what extent the heuristics follow from the models. This provides insights in the applicability of the heuristics and the utility of the link structures that result from the heuristics.
A limitation of the current work is that the model selection and optimization methods are restricted to hierarchical menus. In the future these methods will be extended to generic link structures. For the model selection method relaxing this restriction is fairly straightforward. Optimization becomes more complex because of the large number of possible link structures. An efficient graph transformation method will be needed to keep the optimization tractable. Another issue is the integration of our methods with more complex web sites. Most sites offer other navigation means besides links, such as search engines or recommender components. Joint optimization of link structures and other navigation means is a complex problem that awaits further exploration.
Until now we have optimized link structures for user populations as a whole, but the methods can be applied equally well for personalizing structures for single users or specific groups of users. To find navigation models for groups of users the users are clustered on the basis of their navigation behavior (e.g., Mobasher et al. 2002; Hay et al. 2004 ). For each cluster a separate model is created by applying the selection method to the relevant entries in the log file. Personalization for a single user is more complicated as there is usually not enough data of one user to accurately measure the performance of the models. In this case one needs to create model templates on the basis of characteristics of a user group and fill in the details for specific users on the basis of their personal navigation behavior. This will make the optimization both efficient and tailored to the specific needs of individual users.
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